
Connect
everything



Okta is the foundation for secure 



connections between people and technology

employees and cloud apps

remote workers and mobile devices

partners and portals

customers and products

anyone and anything



Today, thousands 
of companies 
trust Okta to solve 
some of their most 
pressing security 
problems.





IT Products



Single Sign-On
Single Sign-On frees people from password chains. A single set 
of credentials gives them access to enterprise applications in 
the cloud, on the web, and on mobile devices.

Adaptive Multifactor Authentication
Adaptive MFA allows customers to further secure their 
applications and on-prem resources with a powerful policy 
framework, a comprehensive set of verification factors, and 
adaptive risk-based authentication.

Mobility Management
Okta’s mobility management system puts user identities at the 
center, securing mobile access while ensuring top-shelf user 
experience. By combining mobility and identity management, 
we’re able to solve many more problems than traditional 
enterprise mobility management systems can.

Provisioning
Provisioning lets IT leaders and administrators automate user 
onboarding and offboarding, with seamless communication 
between directories and cloud applications.

Universal Directory
Universal Directory is a flexible, cloud-based user store that lets 
IT administrators customize, organize, and manage any set of 
user attributes across all applications.



Platform



Federated Single Sign-On
If a product connects several applications together but requires 
people to authenticate every time they jump into a new section, 
it loses major UX points. With Okta’s Federated Single Sign-On, 
users can click once to sign in to everything.

Universal Directory
User identities live in a lot of different places. With Okta’s 
Universal Directory, product developers can create a centralized 
view of every user, wherever they’re mastered. It saves time and 
helps teams focus on making killer products.

Provisioning
Provisioning automates the process of creating user accounts 
within a product and revoking access when an account is 
canceled. Product teams can use Okta’s pre-built connectors or 
write their own to create cross-application experiences that are 
more secure, more intuitive, and more delightful.

Adaptive Multifactor Authentication
Product teams need to secure their applications. Users need 
hassle-free usability. Adaptive MFA adds an extra layer of 
protection that flexes according to users’ needs.

Social Authentication
Secure, scalable, and highly available authentication and user 
management for any application. 



OAN
The Okta Application Network is a catalog of the industry’s 
broadest and deepest integrations with crucial enterprise 
applications. Customers get simple, secure access to 
thousands of applications—and can even add their own.

Reporting
Instant access records and usage data help customers make 
smarter decisions about provisioning and security. Okta tells 
administrators whether people are adopting the system, and 
whether past employees can still get into enterprise resources. 
Okta maintains a comprehensive, analyzable log of events 
across all of a company’s integrated applications.

Policy Engine
Okta’s Policy Engine lets IT create identity management 
policies and additional security measures. Customers will get 
different policy capabilities depending on what products they 
buy, but the Policy Engine lets them manage every policy in 
one place.

Drivetrain
The drivetrain that Okta runs on includes several built-in capabilities that 

make identity and mobility management even more powerful.





Security AND Productivity



Customers love Okta because it’s a modern security 

product and a productivity tool that people use every day. 

Millions of people use Okta to instantly connect to the 

tools and information they need to do their most important 

work, while IT leaders rest easy with the assurance that 

those connections are trusted and secure.

Come for the security, stay for the experience.





About Okta 
Okta is the foundation for secure connections between people and 

technology. By harnessing the power of the cloud, Okta allows people 

to access applications on any device at any time, while still enforcing 

strong security protections. It integrates directly with an organization’s 

existing directories and identity systems, as well as 4,000+ applications.

Because Okta runs on an integrated platform, organizations can 

implement the service quickly at large scale and low total cost.

Thousands of customers, including Adobe, Allergan, Chiquita, LinkedIn, 

and Western Union, trust Okta to help their organizations work faster, 

boost revenue, and stay secure.

San Francisco · Bellevue · Toronto · London · Amsterdam · Sydney



Start with Okta. Go anywhere. 

okta.com


